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Gamified DeFi ecosystem
Smart NFT assets. Multichain. Cross-chain. High profit yield farming.
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OpenSea

Gamified DeFi ecosystem
DeFi users want all apps in one place. 

We provide multi-chain DEX, cross-chain bridge, traditional 
farming and autofarming, and bind it in one ecosystem with 
gamified NFT farming. Because everybody loves playing.

Our mission:
To provide a simple instrument for basic income.

Play Earn Exchange
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Multi-chain DEX

Trade your assets on any supported blockchain using only one DEX.

Cross-chain bridge

Easily transfer your assets to a lower-fee blockchain.

Gamified NFT farming

Play-to-earn model allows any users to exchange their time 
for valuable assets.

Smart NFTs

Our NFTs have clearly defined uses inside our products 
as well as collectible value.

Carefully calculated math

We build our tokenomics on math models with long prognostic range.

Assets are spread between networks

It’s hard to consolidate all your assets in one place, be it single DeFi app or single blockchain.

High transaction fees in popular networks

When a network becomes popular its commission rise up to x100 times. Low-value 
transactions become detrimental.

High entry threshold

People without sizable assets can’t expect high income. People with no assets might never 
get any income at all.

Unorganized and confusing NFT market

Most NFTs look like useless digital art with no clearly defined value. Income size from such 
assets can’t be steadily predicted.

Rug pulls and poorly calculated tokenomics

DeFi products with ridiculously high APRs are usually a scam or a pyramid. Bad math models 
can bury even promising projects.

Key problems of DeFi mass adoption: Our solutions:
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Shift in value

Item Cash

Item is kept 

in-game forever

Game developers

/ publishers

Players

Game ecosystem

Stake

Dividends

Revenue

Governs

Community DAO Players

Game ecosystem

Game developers / 
publishers

Item

Cash & tx fees Rewards (Play-to-earn)

Past Present

Value is no longer accrued to only just the game developer / publisher
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2018

$138.8Bn

2019

$146.2Bn

2020

$174.9Bn

2023

$217.9Bn

Global gaming market

3.1 billion 
players in 2023

$168B

in game items

ARPU $62
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Platform’s native governance token.



GRVS holders form part of Gravis Finance's decentralized 
organization and can help shape the development of the platform — 
such as by deciding how treasury funds should be spent or how the 
ecosystem fund is allocated. 



Also, GRVS can be used to buy premium in-game items such as 
unique ship skins, elite-tier equipment, or even asteroids.

Earned by playing the game and as a reward from 
staking/farming/autofarming. 



Can be used to buy in-game assets, such as loot boxes, characters, 
etc.



Is a cross-chain bridge currency that can be exchanged for any 
asset in any supported network.

GRVS GRVX

Tokens description
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Summary Token Price Funds Raised % of Total Supply Vesting PeriodsRound
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10K total community



300%+ growth

last month



1000+ active users



15+ countries




Team, community, traction

12 in-house 
developers 



8 outstaff 
developers 



8 business members

Successfully sold 2 NFT 
collections for $350K to the 
community



75% of ecosystem is ready

 

Cash-positive

Team TractionCommunity
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Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q1 2022Q4 2021 Q2 2022
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Strategic partners 

Media partners 

and 20+ more
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NFTs Holders

Big Bang Captains Public
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Sale Total NFTs issued Holders/NFTs ratioToken holders*

Token holders dynamic 

Round
Avg Token 
Price*, USDT Avg Discount*, %

*Avg price and discount is calculated as total 
collected amount from the round divided

by total tokens for that round

*All NFT holders are potential GRVS holders

**Predicted values			

Avg Round Prices and Discounts

Pool
Avg Token 
Price, USDT Discount, %

Big Bang Round Prices

and Discounts for each Pool

Pool
Avg Token 
Price, USDT Discount, %

Private Round Prices and 
Discounts for each Pool


